Whitewater Rafting Prototype
Review: I was extremely lucky to receive this prototype. The storyboards are very clear
and the communication is very straightforward. I immediately felt sorry for the person who got
mine!
I liked the storyboard frame set-up as the information was always in the same spot and is
very easy to follow. The storyboards came with a folder containing the images to be used. The
photos are clear. The font and size are explicit. The colors for buttons are suggested as “find
something that matches the background”, which makes sense. I used shapes as buttons as that
allows more options. There are more than ten slides, but that was okay since the materials were
provided. I added the user’s name to some slides. User name is mentioned in the flowchart, but
not the storyboard. I inserted where I would want the user name to be included. I may have changed
up some text, but not much. Since this material needs to viewed on a cell phone for reference, your
simplicity with instructions are fantastic.
I really stuck to the storyboards and questioned whether I should add my own ideas. I think
this is where it is important to know your client. There are some clients that trust and expect
creativity, while others want a developer to stick to the client’s vision.
Suggestions: Your directions, flowchart, and summary were very well-written. Thank you!
You will have to add a way to keep track of “passing” the modules. I would add some audio. Also,
you could branch to different “review” material like a drag and drop or matching (with no
advancement until correct) for further practice instead of returning to the already presented
material. Also, I would have a transparent splash page to show off your photo of the river instead
of the white rectangle in the center. Or, move the text to the edges. Also, I would have the photos
launch full page with the instructions in a less framed box to make it more visually interesting. I
would get rid of the edge between text and photos. Does that make sense?
Future: Overall, I think your storyboards should be used as a model for how to do
storyboards. I would have loved to have reviewed these before creating my own. Good job!

